The Challenge

Moment Energy had challenges with boosting employee engagement, managing the coordination and organization of employee volunteer events and ensuring that they sourced and connected with equity centered organizations.

The Solution

By using our intuitive online platform, individual employees were able to connect with nonprofits of their interest to engage in:

- Skill-based and casual volunteering
- Virtual volunteering
- Community networking

They were also able to share their impact, inspiring one another.

Team volunteer engagement events were streamlined through a customized Giving Calendar. Our staff took charge of sourcing the right nonprofits and coordinating the events from start to finish, ensuring a smooth and successful outcome.

As a result of our platform services, Moment Energy engaged 90% of their team through volunteering and in-kind donations.

Moment's Giving Days

Period Poverty Awareness + Assembling Period Care Kits

The team learned about period poverty and assembled period care kits for survivors of domestic violence supported by Atira.

Assembling Grocery Packages

The team helped package food to provide B.C. families with rescued groceries over the holidays through the Food Stash Foundation.
We loved the ability to learn about period poverty and then make a direct community impact. Our giving days were top-notch and inspiring.
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85% felt more engaged as a result of team volunteering
85% were able to visualize the impact they were making
95% would participate in team volunteering again in the future
90% felt the volunteer activities aligned with Moment Energy’s mission and values

Ready to make an impact?
Learn more at meaningful.ca